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Mortgage Rates Drop Sharply After Inflation Data (But
Bounce a Bit After The Fed Announcement)

It was an incredibly high consequence day for the bond market and, thus, mortgage rates due
to the confluence of two extremely important events.

The first event was the monthly release of the Consumer Price Index (CPI), which is one of
the two economic reports with the far more power to influence interest rates than any other. 
The other report is the big jobs report that came out last Friday. 

As much as the jobs data hurt, today's CPI helped.  It brought the average top tier 30yr fixed
scenario down under 7.0% by a hair--one of the biggest single day drops in months.

The good times lasted, but they got less good after the afternoon's Fed announcement.  To be
precise, it wasn't the announcement itself, but rather the Fed's updated rate projections that
did most of the damage.  After the last round of projections (in March) showed 3 rate cuts in
2024, today's only showed 1.  This wasn't too terribly different from what the market
expected, but it was slightly more conservative than hoped.  

At the very least, traders didn't find anything in the projections nor in Fed Chair Powell's
press conference to suggest that the good times should keep on rolling after already having
been so good in the morning hours.  Bonds ultimately retraced about half of their gains and
several mortgage lenders had announced late-day rate increases by 4pm Eastern Time.  

Lenders who didn't bump rates a bit higher this afternoon would need to account for the
bond market movement in tomorrow's rate offerings, assuming the bond market doesn't
move too much overnight or early tomorrow morning.
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